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Introduction 
Metrizable spaces X, Y are said to be UVk-equivalent if there exist metrizable 
spaces X,=X,X, ,..., X2n,XZn+l= Y and proper UV”-maps X2i+X2i+,, i = 
1 . . 9 n (see Section 1). Ferry [7] has shown that a continuum (=nonempty con- 
nected compacturn) X with pro-r,(X) pro-finite has the following property: Each 
compacturn having the shape of X is UVk-equivalent to X (OS k < ~0 arbitrary). 
On the other hand, Ferry proved in [S] that the circle S’ admits a one-dimensional 
compacturn which is shape-equivalent but UV”-inequivalent to S’. We establish 
here the following theorem. 
Main Theorem. Each continuum X such that pro-n,(X) is not pro-finite admits 2K* 
compacta X,, dim X, c max(dim X, 3), which are all shape-equivalent to X but 
pairwise UV’ -inequivalent. 
Remarks. (1) 2No is the number of topological types of compacta. Note also that 
any two continua are UV’-equivalent. 
(2) Let X be an ANR. Then pro-n,(X) is not pro-finite iff r,(X) is infinite. In 
case v,(X) has an element of injinite order, there is a nice argument due to R. 
Daverman and G. Venema which can be used to show that X admits a continuum 
X’ with dim X’= dim X which is shape-equivalent but lJV’-inequivalent to X (cf. 
[2]). It is, however, not known whether each finitely presented infinite group contains 
an element of infinite order (this is the content of the Burnside-conjecture). 
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The Main Theorem will be proved in Section 6. The invariant which detects 
UV’-inequivalence under the assumptions in the Main Theorem is the set of 
UV’-components (see Section 2; UV’-components lie somewhere between ordinary 
components and path components). Although the Main Theorem does not provide 
a method to decide whether shape equivalent continua are UP”-inequivalent, the 
UV’-components can be useful in a few special cases (see the discussion following 
the proof of Theorem 6.1). For example, let S denote Ferry’s compact spiral [5] 
which is the union of a circle S’ and a ray R which spirals toward S’. The map 
5-T: s’+ s’, ZHZ2, extends to a map T* : S + S which throws R homeomorphically 
onto R. Consider the inverse systems D = {D, , fn} and I?* = {Dz , f?} where 0, = S’, 
fn = r and 0: = S, fi = r*. Then D = inv lim D is the dyadic solenoid and D* = 
inv lim 0” is a continuum shape equivalent to D. By virtue of UV’-components, 
one can show that D and D* are UV’-inequivalent (see the end of Section 6). 
1. Basic definitions and facts 
A nonempty compactum X is called UVk [6], 0~ k < ~0, if for each closed 
embedding Xc M, M an ANR, and each neighbourhood U of X in M there is a 
neighbourhood V of X in U such that each map 4 : S’ + V, 0 s is k, is inessential 
in U (for k = ~0 one requires V to be contractible in U; for the rest of the paper, 
however, we shall always assume k < CO). Note that X is Uv” iff X is connected. 
A pro-group is called pro-finite if it is isomorphic to some object of pro-Grpfi, c 
pro-Grp, where Grp,, denotes the category of finite groups. It is easy to see that 
pro-finite pro-groups are Mittag-Leffler. Hence, from [8, Theorem 4, p. 2001 and 
[S, Theorem 10, p. 2121 we infer the following: 
1.1. Let (X, x0) be apointed continuum such thatpro-r,(X, x0) ispro-jinite and (Y, y) 
be a pointed compactum with Sh Y = Sh X. Then Sh( Y, y) = Sh(X, x0). 
In particular, for continua X, the statements “pro-r,(X) is pro-finite (resp. not 
pro-finite)” and “pro-r,(X) = 0 for 0 s i G k” make sense without reference to 
basepoints. The following results are known (and easy to prove). 
1.2. A compactum X is UVk iflpro-vi(X) = 0 for 0 s i G k. 
1.3. Let X, Y be shape equivalent compacta. Then X is UVk ifs Y is UVk. 
A map f: X + Y between metrizable spaces X, Y is called UVk if all point-inverses 
off are UVk-compacta. We shall need the following generalization of [3] Theorem 
1.1. 
1.4. Theorem. Letf : X + Ybe a proper UVk-map between a-compact metrizable spaces 
X, Y. Then, for each x E X, pro-ri (f) : pro-ri (X, x) + pro-n,( Y, f (x)) is an isomorph- 
ism for 0~ is k and an epimorphism for i = k+ 1. 
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Proof. Choose any point q,, in the Hilbert cube Q and let M = Q\{qO}. There are 
closed embeddings X, Y c M and a proper extension F: M + M of f such that 
F-‘(Y) =X. Let 12( Y,f(x)) be the inverse system of all pointed open neighbour- 
hoods ( U,f(x)) of ( Y,f(x)) in M (bonded by inclusions). The inclusion morphism 
iY : (Y,f(x)) + U( Y,f(x)) in pro-Top, is a pointed ANR-resolution (see [S, I § 61. 
Let LT*(X, x) denote the inverse system of all (F-‘(U), x) where U is an open 
neighbourhood of Y in M (bonded again by inclusions). Since F is proper and M 
is locally compact, we obtain: 
(1) For each MO c M and each neighbourhood W of FP’( MO) in M, there is an 
open neighbourhood U of MO in M such that FP’( U) c W. 
This implies that the inclusion morphism ix : (X, x) + U*(X, x) in pro-Top, is a 
pointed ANR-resolution. F induces a level morphism F: U*(X, x) + U( Y,f(x)) in 
pro-Top, with Fix = iYf: To prove Theorem 1.4 it suffices to establish: 
(2) pro-ri(F) is an isomorphism for 0 s i s k and an epimorphism for i = k + 1. 
A close look to the proof of [4,10.1.4] shows that for each open cover ?# of Y 
in M there exists an open cover ‘a’ of Y in M such that L,(F-‘(%3’), F-‘(‘a)) 
holds. Given this, the proof of [4,10.2.1] can easily be rewritten to obtain (2). 0 
2. UVk-components 
A space Z will be called UVk-connected provided for any two points z, z’ E Z 
there exist a UVk-compacturn C and a map y : C + 2 with z, Z’E y(C) (note that 
y(C) is a connected subspace of 2). We obviously have the following statements. 
2.1. Each UVk-connected space is connected. 
2.2. Each UVk-compactum is UVk-connected. 
2.3. Each continuous image of a UVk-connected space is UVk-connected. 
2.4. Each path-connected space is UVk-connected. 
2.5. There exist UVk-connected spaces that are not path-connected (e.g. suitable 
UVk-compacta). 
2.6. Lemma. Let {Z,},,,, be a family of UVk-connected subspaces of a space Z. If 
any two of them have nonempty intersection, then Z* = l._lhEn Z, is UV”-connected. 
Proof. Let z, z’EZ”. There are A, A’EA with ZE Z,, z’EZ~,. Choose FEZ,+ nZ,>. 
There exist UVk-compacta C, C’ and maps y : C + Z,,, y’: C’+ Z,, with z, 6 E y(C) 
and z’, 5 E y‘( C’). Choose c E C and C’E C’ with y(c) = 5 = y’(c’). The subspace 
C* = C x {c’} u {c} x C’ of C x C’ is a UVk-compacturn (cf. 1.2 and Theorem 1.4), 
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and the maps y, y’ clearly induce a map y* : C” + Z” with y*( C*) = y(C) u y’( C’) 3 
z, z’. q 
Straightforward arguments using only (2.3) and (2.6) yield: 
2.7. A Cartesian product Z, x Z, is UVk-connected tfl both Z, and Z, are UVk- 
connected. 
Now let X be an arbitrary space. By a UVk-component of X we mean a maximal 
UVk-connected subspace of X (i.e. a UVk-connected subspace which is not con- 
tained in a strictly larger UVk-connected subspace). Let r?‘(X) denote the set of 
all UVk-components of X. We emphasize that each element of rr’(X) is a subspace 
of X. The following results are immediate consequences of 2.6, 2.3 and 2.7. 
2.8. rhk’(X) constitutes a decomposition of X into pairwise disjoint subspaces; each 
UVk-connected subspace of X is contained in a unique UVk-component of X. 
2.9. 5$)(X, x X,) = {M, x M* 1 M, E ?i-b”‘(X;)). 
2.10. Let h : X + Y be a homeomorphism. Then TF’( Y) = {h(M) ( A4 E rr’(X)}. 
Let us now call X’c X a simple subspace if X’ is a union of UVk-components of X. 
2.11. X’c X is a simple subspace i#ra’(X’) = {M E va’(X) 1 M c X’}. 
2.12. Let {Xh}hE.4 be a family of simple subspaces of X. Then X*=Uhtn X, is a 
simple subspace of X, and na’(X*) = lJht,, ~hk’(X~). 
2.13. Lemma. Let f : X + Ybe a map and Y’ c Y be a simple subspace. Then f -'( Y’) c 
X is a simple subspace. 
Proof. Consider ME nTTo ( ) (k) X with Mnf-‘(Y’)#@ Then f(M)n Y’#@ Since 
f(M) is a UVk-connected subspace of Y, we infer f (M) c Y’. Hence, M cf-‘( Y’). 
Thus f-‘( Y’) is a union of UVk-components of X. q 
2.14. Lemma. Let f: X -+ Y be a UVk-map between compacta. If N c Y is UVk- 
connected, then f -‘( N) c X is UVk-connected. 
Proof. Let x, X’E f -‘( N). There exist a UVk-compacturn C and a map y: C + Y 
such that f(x), f(x’) E y(C) c N. Form the pullback of C L Y L X. This yields a 
space D and maps y* : D + X, f” : D + C with fy* = yf *. It is easy to see that (a) 
D is a compacturn (b) y is a UVk-map (c) x, X’E y*(D). By (a) and (b), D is a 
UVk-compacturn (cf. 1.2 and Theorem 1.4). Since fy*(D)= yf*(D) = y(C)c N, 
we finally obtain y*(D) c f -‘( N). 0 
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2.15. Theorem. Let X and Y be UVk-equivalent compacta. Then there exists a btjection 
4 : TO ‘k’(X) -+ TF)( Y) such that for each M E CT~~‘(X), 
(1) M and 4(M) are UVk-equivalent, 
(2) M is open in X iff 4 (M) is open in Y. 
Proof. It is sufficient to treat the case in which there is a UVk-map f: Y + X. By 
Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14 it makes sense to define a function 4 : mbk’(X) + rrr)( Y) by 
4(M) =f-l(M). It is clear that $ is injective. Since the UVk-components of X 
cover X, their preimages must cover Y; thus, 4 must be surjective. Property (1) is 
obvious, and (2) follows from the fact that f is an identification. q 
3. Resolving sequences 
By a resolving sequence for a continuum X we mean an inverse sequence X = 
{X,,,fn} of compact connected ANR’s X,, and maps fn :Xn+, + X,, (n EN= 
(0, 1,2,. . .}) such that X = inv lim X. In a resolving sequence X, the isomorphism 
class of the group (fi).+(r,(X,,, x,)) = r,(X,,,,fi(x,)), where fg =fm. . .fn-, :X,, + 
X, for arbitrary m s n, does not depend on the basepoint x, E X,,: We therefore 
simply write (f~).+.(7ri(X,,)). Let us now say that X has finite fundamental groups 
(resp. inherently infinite fundamental groups) if all ri(X,,) are finite (resp. if all 
(fi)*(7r,(X,)) are infinite). 
3.1. Theorem. Let X be a continuum. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) pro-m,(X) is pro-finite. 
(ii) There does not exist a resolving sequence for X which has inherently infinite 
fundamental groups. 
(iii) There exists a resolving sequence for X which has finite fundamental groups. 
Proof. (i)+(ii). Let X = {X,,, fn} be an arbitrary resolving sequence for X and (x,) 
be a thread of basepoints x, E X,, (i.e. fn(x,+,) =x, for all n). Then pro-n,(X) is 
represented by G = {m,(X,,, x,), (fn)*} (cf. [8, II 0 8.21). By (i) G is isomorphic in 
pro-Grp to some object F of pro-Grpfi,. Hence there are morphisms of inverse 
systems _u : G + F and _v : F + I; such that _v 0 _u represents the identity in pro-Grp. 
This implies in particular that there exists an index n such that (f:).+ factors through 
a finite group. Thus, X does not have inherently infinite fundamental groups. 
(ii)=+(iii). Fix an arbitrary resolving sequence X = {X,,, fn} for X. By (ii), it is 
impossible that there is an index m EN with (fz)*(r,(X,,)) infinite for all n s m. 
Hence, we can construct a strictly increasing function 4 : N+ N such that all 
(f W) )+.(r,(X+(,,+,,)) are finite. Clearly, Y = {Y,,, g,}, where Y,, = X+cn, and g, = 
f ‘(nt’), is again a resolving sequence for X. By Lemma 3.2 below, for each n there G+(n) 
exist a compact connected ANR 2,~ Y,,,, with rr,(Z,)-(g,).Jri( Y,,,,)) and an 
extension g;: Z,, + Y,, of g,. Letting h, = i,gL+, : Z,,,, + Z,,, where i, : Y,,,, + Z,, 
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denotes inclusion, we see that Z = {Z,,, h,} is a resolving sequence for X which has 
finite fundamental groups. 
(iii)*(i). obvious. 
3.2. Lemma. Letf: X + Y be a map between compact connected ANR’s. Iff..(~,(x)) 
is finite, there exist a compact connected ANR X’I X with r,(X’) = f.( r,(X)) and 
an extension f ': X’+ Y of J: 
Proof. For f, : TT, (X) + n-,( Y), we have rr, (X)/ ker f, = im f* ; hence ker f, has finite 
index in r,(X). Since r,(X) is finitely generated, also kerf, must be finitely 
generated. Choose generators g, , . . . , g, of kerf, and represent each gj by a map 
aJ : (S’, *) + (X, x,), where x0 is an arbitrary basepoint for X. Use the aj to attach 
2-cells 0,’ to X. The resulting space X’ = X u lJ,, 0: is a compact connected ANR 
with T,(X’) = r,(X)/ker f *. Since the fEj : S’ + Y are inessential, f extends to a 
map f’:X’+ Y. cl 
4. Adding rays to compacta 
Let Y c Y” be compacta. Y* is said to be obtained from Y by adding a ray-product 
if R = Y*\ Y is homeomorphic to X x [0, 00) for some compactum X. Observe that 
Y* can be regarded as the mapping cylinder of a suitable approaching map 
4 : X + Y; for details see [6]. In the special case R = [0, 00) we briefly say that Y” 
is obtained from Y by adding the ray R. The added ray will be called irregular if 
&‘I( Y*) = r$)( Y) u {R}. 
4.1. Proposition. Let Y” be obtained from Y by adding a ray-product. Then Y and 
Y” have the same shape; more precisely, the inclusion Y + Y* is a shape equivalence. 
Proof. In fact, the inclusion even is an SSDR-map (cf. [1]): Theorem 1.2 of [l] 
allows to give a straightforward proof of this assertion. Cl 
Given a compactum Y and a map 4 : [O, 00) + Y, let us define a subspace Y(4) 
of Y x [0, l] by the following. 
4.2. Y(4)= Yx{O}u{(~(t),l/l+t)~t~[O,~)}. 
There is an obvious retraction r( 4) : Y( 4) + Y ( w h ere Y is identified with Y x (0) c 
Y(4)). Moreover, there is a unique map 4* : [0, ~0) + Y(4) such that r(d) 0 4” = 4. 
The following is obvious. 
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4.3. Proposition. (a) 4” is an embedding. 
(b) Y(4) is a compactum which is obtained from Y by adding the ray +*([O, 00)). 
We shall also need the next proposition. 
4.4. Proposition. There exists a family {Zh}AF,4 of 2N~ pathwise connected two- 
dimensional compacta Z, such that ZAl x [0, CO) and ZAz x [0, CO) are lJV’-equivalent 
iffA,=hZ. 
Proof. Let A be the set of all strictly increasing sequences A = (pi) of prime numbers 
pi. Given A, choose compact connected two-dimensional pointed polyhedra (Zi, zi) 
such that rl(Zi, zi) is cyclic of order pi. Let (Z,, *) = Cl;“=,(Zi, Zi) be their cluster 
(i.e. the inverse limit of the finite wedges (Z,, z,) v . . . v (Z,, z,)). Z,, is a pathwise 
connected two-dimensional compactum; in particular, pro-r, (Z, , z) - pro-n,(ZA, *) 
for each ZE Z, (see [8, Theorem 9, p. 2091). pro-r,(Z,, *) is isomorphic to the 
inverse sequence of groups {G,, g,}, where G, is the free product of cyclic groups 
of order p,, . . . , P,, and g, : G,+, + G, is the obvious “projection” homomorphism. 
It is now easy to see that pro-T,(Z,I, *) = pro-r,(Zhz, *) iff A, = AZ. Next, let Z,, x 
[0, ~0) and Ziz x [O,OO) be UV’-equivalent. Thus, there are basepoints xj = (zj, TV) E 
Z,, x [0, 00) such that pro-r,(Z,, x [0, a), x,) -pro-7r,(ZhZ x [0, CO), xJ; see Theorem 
1.4. The projection along [0, ~0) induces a pointed homotopy equivalence (Z,, x 
LO, a), x;) + (-G,, , z ). Thus pro-z-,(Z,,, z,) = pro-r,(Z,I x [0, co), x,). Using the results 
above, this implies A, = AZ. Cl 
5. The Main Lemma 
Let G be a group. A sequence g,, g,, g,, . . . of elements g, E G is said to be 
irreducible provided gigit . . . gJ f e for all 0~ i <j (here, e denotes the neutral 
element of G). 
5.1. Proposition. (a) Let G be a group and M,, M, , M2, . . . be a sequence of inj%ite 
subsets M,, c G. Then there exists an irreducible sequence (g,) in G such that g, E M,, 
for all n. 
(b) A group G admits an irreducible sequence iflit is an infinite group. 
Proof. (a) Choose g, E MO\{ e}. Then choose successively 
g,+l E M,+,\{e, g,‘, (g,-,gn)-‘, . . . , (8,. . . g,)Y’l. 
(b) obvious. q 
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Let P be a compact connected ANR, PO E P be any basepoint and (g,) be any 
sequence in r,( P, po). A map 4 : [0, ~0) + P is said to represent (g,) if each +lt,,++,, 
is a closed path representing the element g, E g,(P, po) (in particular, this requires 
4,(n) =po for all n). Obviously, each sequence (g,) in r,( P, po) can be represented 
by some 4 : [0, co) + P 
5.2. Main Lemma. Let 4 : [0, CO) + P represent an irreducible sequence (g,) in 
rrl(P,po). Then ~p’(P(4)) = {P, 4*([0, CO))}, i.e. P(4) is obtainedfrom P by adding 
an irregular ray. 
Proof. Let X, and X, denote the UV’-components of P(4) containing the UV’- 
connected sets P and R = 4*([0, a~)), respectively. Assume X1 n X2 # 8. Then, by 
Lemma 2.6, P(4) must be UV’-connected. Hence, there exist a UV’-compactum 
X and a map f: X + P(4) such that 4*(O), p. Ed. Since f(X) is connected, we 
infer R cf(X). 
We now apply the following result which will be proved later. 
5.3. Theorem. Let Z, Y be compacta and let Y” be obtained from Y by adding the 
ray R. Let Z be connected and g: Z + Y” be a map such that R c g(Z). Then it is 
possible to add a ray S to Z such that g has a continuous extension g* : Z* = Z u S + Y” 
with g*(S) = R. 
Hence, by Theorem 5.3, Proposition 4.1 and 1.3 there exist a UV’-compactum 
X”, a ray S c X” and a map f*: X” + P(4) such that f*(S) = R; we can assume 
X” c Q = Hilbert cube. Choose z, E S with f*(z,,) = 4*(n) E R. The sequence (2,) 
has a clusterpoint z E X”. It is clear that f*(z) = po. The map r( $)f* : X* -+ P has 
a continuous extension F: U + P, where U is a neighbourhood of X” in Q. Since 
X* is UV’, there is a neighbourhood V c U of X” such that the inclusion j : V + U 
induces the trivial homomorphism n,( V, v) + v~,( U, v) for each basepoint t.~ E V. 
Choose a neighbourhood U( po) of p. in P such that r,( U(po), po) + T~( P, po) is 
trivial. Choose a path-connected neighbourhood V(z) of z in Q such that V(z) c V 
and F( V(z)) c U( po). Choose indices m, n such that m < n and z,, z, E V(z). For 
i=m,..., n - 1 let yi: I + X* be a path from zi to zi+, with y,(l) c S. Let (Y~ = b-yir 
where L :X*-+ V denotes inclusion. Finally let (Y, : I + V be a path from z, to z, 
with (Y,( 1) c V(z). The composed path (Y = (Y, + . . a, is a path in V beginning and 
ending at z,. Consider p = Fja : I + P; this represents an element b E v,( P, po). The 
paths pi = Fjai : I + P begin and end at po, i.e. represent elements bi E T,( P, po). 
Clearly b = 6, . . . b,. For i = m, . . . , n - 1 we get pi = r(4)f*r,. f*y, is homotopic 
rel{O, l} to the “linear” path running through R from $*(i) to +*(i+ 1); hence pi 
is homotopic rel{O, l} to the path 41Li,i+11 (cf. definition of 4*), and therefore bj = g,. 
Finally, P,,(I) c U(p,); thus b, = e. We therefore obtain b = g, . * . g,_, # e. On the 
other hand, (Y represents an element a E GT,( V, z,). Of course, b = F,j*(a). But 
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j, : 7r,( V, z,) -+ r,( U, z,) is trivial, whence b = e. This contradiction shows that we 
must have X, n Xz = 0, which implies X, = P, X, = R. 0 
It remains to prove Theorem 5.3. 
Let (L, d) be a metric space, a, b E L and E > 0. An ~-path (in L) from a to b is 
a finite sequence x, , . . . , x, of points in L such that x, = a, x, = b and d(xi, xi+,) < F, 
i=l,...,r-1. 
5.4. Lemma. Let L be connected, a, b E L and e > 0. There exists an e-path from a 
to b. 
Proof. U = {x E L IThere exists an c-path from a to x} is a nonempty, open and 
closed subset of L. Hence U = L. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Write Q = [0, l] x Q, . Let 2 c (0) x Q1 and Y” = Q. Fix a 
homeomorphism p: [0, CO)+ R. There is a sequence of positive numbers F,, n = 
0, 1,2,. . . such that 
A( P([s, tl))<2-” for alls, tE[O, n] with d(p(s),p(t))<e,.. (1) 
Here, [s, t] denotes the closed interval with endpoints s and t (also in case t s s), 
and A(M) denotes the diameter of M c Q with respect to some metric d on Q. 
Since g is uniformly continuous, there exists a sequence of positive numbers 6,, 
n=O,l,...,suchthat 
6, < 2_“, (2) 
d(g(x), g(v)) < F, forall x,y~Z with d(x,y)<&, (3) 
s ?I+, c&I, (4) 
&+, s d(g-‘(p([O, nl)), g-‘( Yu d[n + 1, ~1))). (9 
We construct inductively xi E g-‘p([i- 1, i]) and &-paths in g-‘p([O, i]) from xi_, 
to xi. Choose an arbitrary x0 E gP’p(0). Assume we have constructed x0, . . . , xk and 
the corresponding &-paths, i = 1, . , k. Choose an arbitrary b E g-‘p((k, k + 11). 
Since Z is connected, there exists an 6 k+l-path y,, . . . , yy in Z from xk to b. Let q 
be the minimal index with y,& gP’p([O, k]). By (5), yq E g-‘p([k, k+l]); thus 
Yl,..., y, is a ?&+,-path from xh to xk+, = y,. Writing down the &-paths in succession, 
we obtain a sequence of integers A (n), n = 0, 1, . . . , and a sequence of z, E gP’( R) c Z, 
i=O, 1 ,..., such that 
h(0) =o, A(n)<A(n+l), (6) 
d(z;, zi+l) < a,+, forall iZA(n), (7) 
z;~g-‘p([O,n]) foralliGA(n), (8) 
Z A~n) =x, E gp’p([n - 1, nl). (9) 
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Let & = zi + (2-j, 0) E I x Q, = Q. Obviously 
d(i,, z,)+O for i+c0. (10) 
Define (T : [0, 00) + Q\Z by ~rlt~,~+,,( t) = (t - i);,+, + (i+ 1 - t)Z. Clearly, (T is an 
embedding satisfying 
A(a([i, i+l]))+O fori+oo (cf. (2), (7), (10)). (11) 
We infer from (10) and (11) that c is proper. Let S = (T([O, CO)) and Z” = 2 u S. 
Define h(i)=p-‘g(Zi)e[O, CO), i=O, 1,. . . . Linear extension over the intervals [i, i + 
l] gives a map h : [0, ~0) + [0, ~0) which is onto by (9). Define + = phY’ : S+ R. 
Then g” = g u $ : 2” = Z u S + Y” u R = Y” is an extension of g with g*(S) = R. 
We show that g” is continuous. Let (u,) be a sequence in S converging to u E Z; 
we have to check that ( I,!J( u,)) converges to g(u). There exist unique integers i(n) 
such that u, E g([ i( n), i(n) + 1)). Since u E 2, 
i(n)+co for n+co. (12) 
Since u,, &n, ~c~([i(n),i(n)+l]) and u,,+u, (11) and (12) imply TicnI+u. Using 
(10) we get ai( u. Hence, 
g(z,(,J + g(u) for n + a. (13) 
Consider p > 0. Choose m0 such that 2-“‘0< p. By (12), there is n, such that 
i(n) b h(m,) for n 2 n,. Now consider an arbitrary n 2 n,. Fix the minimal m with 
i(n)+lsh(m) (of course, m>m, by (6)). Then i(n)sA(m-1). Hence, 
d(zi(nl, Zi(n)+l )<L by (7) and zi(n), Zi(n)+l E g-‘p([O, m]) by (8). This implies 
d(g(zi(nj), g(zi(nJ+l)) < E, by (3) and p-‘g(zi(n)), p-‘g(zi(n)+l) E [O, ml. Appbiw (1) 
with s = h(i(n)) =Pplg(zicnj) and t=h(i(n)+l)=p-‘g(zi(n,,l) yields 
A(p([h(i(n)), h(i(n)+l)])<2-“<2~“0~~ for all n&n,. Since (CUE 
@([i(n), i(n)+ 11) = p([h(i(n)), Wi(n)+ 1)lL we get d(GCI(un), dzid) <P for n 2 
n,. Thus 
d(+(%), g(zi(nj))+ O for n + co. 
But (13) and (14) imply $(u,,)+g(u). Cl 
(14) 
6. Proof of the Main Theorem 
6.1. Theorem. Let X be a continuum such that pro-rr,(X) is not pro-jinite. Then there 
exists a compactum X* which is obtained from X by adding an irregular ray. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 there exists a resolving sequence X = {Xn,fn} for X which 
has inherently infinite fundamental groups. Choose a thread (x,) of basepoints 
x, E X,, (i.e. fn(x,+,) = x, for all n). By Proposition 5.1, there exists an irreducible 
sequence (g,) in GT,(X,,, x0) such that g, E (f:)*(n,(X,, x,)). Choose a,, E rl(X,,, x,) 
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with (fi).+(a,) = g,. We can represent each a, by a path (Y,, : Z + X, with a,,(O) = 
(~,,(l)=x,. We now define &:[O,co)+Xk by 
c#&(t)= xkT 
I 
t E 10, kl, 
f:kcyi( t -j), tE[j,j+l], jzk. 
It is easy to check that 
hd’k+li[k+l,m)= d[k+l,co) (15) 
&, represents the sequence (8,). (16) 
By virtue of (15), there exist unique maps Fk : &+,(&+,) + &(&) such that 
&+,4:+, = +;, &+I&+, = h&k, (17) 
where i,: X,+ X,(4,) denotes inclusion (see section 4). Let X*= 
inv lim{X,(+,), F,,}. Then X = inv lim{X,,f,} c X”; more precisely, it follows from 
(17) that X* is obtained from X by adding a ray. We next show that this ray is 
irregular. Let qn : X* +Xn(&,) denote the canonical projections from the inverse 
limit. We have X = (qo)-‘(X0) and X*\X = (so)-‘(Xo(4,)\Xo). Theorem 6.1 now 
follows from (2), Lemma 5.2, and the results of Section 2. q 
Now, let X be any continuum and X” be obtained from X by adding an irregular 
ray R. Note that it is very well possible that X* and X are UV’-equivalent (or 
even homeomorphic); only if the number of UV’-components of X that are open 
and UV’-equivalent to [0, ~0) is finite, we can be sure that X* and X are UV’- 
inequivalent (cf. (2.15)). 
Thus, the next step will be to “inflate” the irregular ray R. Let Z be any compactum. 
Form the adjunction space X*(Z) = (Z x X*) up X, where p : Z x X+X denotes 
projection. Then Xc X*(Z); and in fact, X*(Z) is obtained from X by adding a 
ray-product. More precisely, we have X*(Z)\X = Z x R. 
6.2. Proposition. vg)(X*(Z)) = r;“(X) u (A4 x R 1 ME T:‘(Z)}. 
Proof. There is an obvious map r : X*(Z) + X*. Clearly, r-‘(X) = X and I~‘( R) = 
Z x R. Now apply the results of Section 2. 0 
We are now ready to prove the Main Theorem. 
It is clear that {X*(Z,)},.,,,, where the Z, are taken from Proposition 4.4, 
constitutes a family of 2K~ compacta that are all shape equivalent to X. By definition, 
dim X*(Z,) G max(dim X, 3). Since X is compact, at most countably many UV’- 
components of X can be open. Hence, the set A* of all A E A such that Z, x R is 
not UV’-equivalent to any open UV’-component of X has still 2K~ elements. 
Consider A, A’E A* such that X*(Z,) and X*(Z,.) are UV’-equivalent. By Theorem 
2.15, the open UV’-component Z, x R of X*(Zh) must be UV’-equivalent to some 
open UV’-component M of X*(Z,.). We have either M = Z,. x R or ME rg’(X). 
But ME n:‘(X) is impossible (otherwise M would be open in X, contradicting the 
construction of A*). Hence, M = Z,. x R. This yields A = A’; see Proposition 4.4. 0 
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Let us finally treat the example discussed in the Introduction. It is clear that D* 
is obtained from D by adding an irregular ray (see the proof of Theorem 6.1). The 
reader should check that the solenoid D has uncountably many path components, 
none of which is open. It is then not hard to show that the UV’-components of D 
agree with its path components. Now apply Theorem 2.15 to see that D* cannot 
be UV’-equivalent to D. 
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